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Thankful? Absolutely!

Visit our Website

A Message from:

Southern Paramedic CEO, Gary
Padget
Sometimes the claim that “bad things come in threes”
could not be more accurate. And, as we anticipate the
impending holiday season, I am glad our “three” are
behind us and left us not that worse for wear.
Even the expert driving status we insist on couldn’t spare us from
three vehicle collisions during a recent three-week period. Thankfully,
no patients were involved, our ambulance crews did not suffer any serious injuries and the collisions
were not our fault.
1. Driver ran a red light and T-b oned us right at passenger door.
2. A taxi coming merging on to a six-line express from an on-ramp lost control on wet pavement
and was spinning out of control when it hit the front end of one of our amb ulances.
3. Our numb er “three” occurred when a huge deer ran into driver side of our amb ulance and did
major damage all the way from front b umper to b ack b umper.
I would just ask you all to take special care during the holidays when there are more vehicles on the
road. More families travel during the holidays to spend time with loved ones. Stresses are magnified,
and distractions increase. Also, give our State’s ambulance professionals and all first responders a
wave during the upcoming holiday season. They will all be out there for your safety and care and not
with their own families during Thanksgiving Dinner, during Chanukah and on Christmas morning. I am
so grateful for our EMS personnel and their families who demonstrate their commitment to the
residents and visitors in all our service areas, 24/7 and all year long.

To them and all our friends and EMS Stakeholders, Happy Holidays!
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EMT/Paramedic and
Dispatcher Recruitment/ EMS
Careers
You’re invited!
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Thankful? Absolutely!

Visit our Website

Southern Paramedic
Please visit our website at www.southernparamedic.com

CEO, Gary

Padget
Sometimes the claim that “bad things come in threes”
could not be more accurate. And, as we anticipate the
impending holiday season, I am glad our “three” are
behind us and left us not that worse for wear.
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I would just ask you all to take special care during the holidays when there are more vehicles on the
road. More families travel during the holidays to spend time with loved ones. Stresses are magnified,
and distractions increase. Also, give our State’s ambulance professionals and all first responders a
wave during the upcoming holiday season. They will all be out there for your safety and care and not
with their own families during Thanksgiving Dinner, during Chanukah and on Christmas morning. I am
so grateful for our EMS personnel and their families who demonstrate their commitment to the
residents and visitors in all our service areas, 24/7 and all year long.

To them and all our friends and EMS Stakeholders, Happy Holidays!

EMT/Paramedic and
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C.O.D.E.
Community Organization
for Drug Education

Michael Drost and his wife Susan
Drost (PR Assistant) are on the
board of the C.O.D.E in Stuttgart.
Pictured here is the C.O.D.E.
group taking a new picture with
the Drug Take Back Box which
will be located at the Stuttgart
Police Station.
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Southern Paramedic
Services CEO Gary Padget,
along with the Stuttgart Fire
Department began a toy
drive December 1st in hopes
that no child in Stuttgart would go
without a toy this
Christmas. Between drop-offs and
cash donations, over $1000 worth of
Visit our Website
toys will be distributed to children in
need in the community. Gary gave
the drive’s first donation of $250
which was quickly followed by many
others. Southern thanks its partners
A Message from:
Chief Jimmy Carson and the rest of
the Stuttgart Fire Department. Southern Paramedic CEO, Gary

Thankful? Absolutely!
Padget

Sometimes the claim that “bad things come in threes”
could not be more accurate. And, as we anticipate the
impending holiday season, I am glad our “three” are
behind us and left us not that worse for wear.
Even the expert driving status we insist on couldn’t spare us from
three vehicle collisions during a recent three-week period. Thankfully,
no patients were involved, our ambulance crews did not suffer any serious injuries and the collisions
were not our fault.
1. Driver ran a red light and T-b oned us right at passenger door.
2. A taxi coming merging on to a six-line express from an on-ramp lost control on wet pavement
and was spinning out of control when it hit the front end of one of our amb ulances.
3. Our numb er “three” occurred when a huge deer ran into driver side of our amb ulance and did
major damage all the way from front b umper to b ack b umper.
I would just ask you all to take special care during the holidays when there are more vehicles on the
road. More families travel during the holidays to spend time with loved ones. Stresses are magnified,
and distractions increase. Also, give our State’s ambulance professionals and all first responders a
wave during the upcoming holiday season. They will all be out there for your safety and care and not
with their own families during Thanksgiving Dinner, during Chanukah and on Christmas morning. I am
so grateful for our EMS personnel and their families who demonstrate their commitment to the
residents and visitors in all our service areas, 24/7 and all year long.

To them and all our friends and EMS Stakeholders, Happy Holidays!
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